The members of Holy Name’s Founders Circle are friends who give annually to the Holy Name health system. In gifting $1,000 or more each year, Founders Circle members provide funds that support leading-edge, personalized care delivered by skilled medical talent.

We invite you to help preserve and enhance the extraordinary patient experience that is uniquely Holy Name’s by joining the Founders Circle.
Annual Giving Levels

Founder Level: $10,000 - $20,000
- One-year membership for two to HNH Fitness, Holy Name’s medically-based fitness center
- Complimentary VIP meal daily during inpatient hospitalization, as diet permits
- And all the benefits below

President’s Level: $5,000 – $9,999
- Two complimentary tickets to the Annual Founders Ball, the Holy Name Foundation’s premier, black-tie fundraising gala
- And all the benefits below

Executive Level: $2,500 – $4,999
- Special recognition in the Annual Founders Ball journal
- Complimentary valet parking when visiting the Medical Center
- Complimentary flu shot
- And all the benefits below

Community Level: $1,000 – $2,499
- Listing on the prominent Founders Circle Donor Wall, located in Holy Name Medical Center’s main lobby
- 10% discount at the Holy Name Gift Shop, located in the main lobby
- Invitations to Holy Name special events, including annual donor recognition event
- Exclusive communications from the Holy Name Foundation

Membership in the Founders Circle does not in any way influence the quality of clinical care provided.

holiname.org/FoundersCircle
(201) 833-3187